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ABSTRACT
Distributed network reconfiguration techniques are used widely to optimize power distribution
systems. As renewable energy generation are very stochastic in nature, network reconfiguration
with this stochastic nature does not provide the optimal solution. To address this problem a threeobjective genetic algorithm approach has been taken in this project to find the optimal solution of
energy scheduling throughout a day, simultaneously using the concept of network reconfiguration.
In this research paper, we have applied a genetic algorithm approach, in order to optimize
dispatching power with reconfiguring the network and scheduling the power sources. Our proposed
methods shows that, it is possible to get 1MW less line lose compared to general condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Maintaining green and reliable power system, hybrid energy system gaining popularity day by day.
This system is still not available commercially though it has been recognized for its several benefits
a decade ago. Minimizing fuel cost, maintaining the operator’s demand, minimizing transaction cost
where power can be transferred, satisfying load demand, switching from grid connected to island
mode, protection issues and power quality- these problems hindering micro grid system to become
commercially available. As we are running out of our fuel and because of global warming,
conventional power systems are discouraged nowadays to implement in any form, especially in
island mode. We have many available renewable energy sources to implement in island mode as well
as to replace the conventional system also. But because of the stated above barriers, it is still not
available to the consumer premises which can provide the robust energy management system with
conventional grid incorporating high penetration of renewable energy sources and in stand-alone
mode also.
Besides integrating renewable sources modern societies are also interested to integrate all generating
plant, DC and AC transmission line as well as a distribution system. But the power loss associated
with the generation, transmission and distribution are calculated as 8-15% [1]. Integrating renewable
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source can reduce the generation cost. But to find the best service from these energies we need
optimal power network which will ensure reduced losses related to transmission and distribution.
"Genetic algorithm (GA) is a meta heuristic motivated by the rule of natural selection that applies to
the more general class of evolutionary algorithms (EA). Genetic algorithms are commonly used to
generate high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems by relying on bio-inspired
operators such as mutation, crossover, and selection"[11]. Genetic algorithm nowadays used for lots
of applications such as image processing[14], security[12] even in content review [13] and we
showed that it can implement in smart grid.

2. RELATED WORKS
An alternative solution to reduce this power loss in the distribution system is reconfiguring the power
network [2]. But this is one of the most computationally complex problems as it needs to optimize
several objective functions like as demand-supply, power losses, voltage drop limits, and radial
network. To deal with this complexity new algorithms are emerging gradually.
Moreover, different meta heuristic algorithm for solving the Distributed System Reconfiguration
(DSR) problem using multi-objective optimization approach became very popular nowadays [3-8]. A
related literature review is given in [9][12]. In such optimization technique, several objective
functionsare optimized simultaneously, like as minimizing line loss, satisfying demand with fewer
sources involved etc. Practically, most of the time it is impossible to find a single solution as most of
the objectives functions are conflicting to each other. In this regards a set of the solution, known as a
Pareto-optimal solution, has been obtained which represents a trade-off between all objective
functions. In the last decade, evolutionary algorithms particularly for obtaining Pareto-optimal
solutions for DSR problems have been used largely [10]. Most of the work was related to optimizing
distribution network. But as renewable energy sources have stochastic nature in generating power, to
integrate renewable sources effectively optimization in the source network is also needed. So, in this
paper our main contributions are: (1) an encoding scheme of dispatching energy satisfying demand
constraint and source constraint had been proposed (2) an encoding scheme of network configuration
to optimize radial configuration had been proposed (2) a Pareto-optimal solution for dispatching
renewable energy with maintaining all network constraint, demand supply and minimizing line loss
had been proposed.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In general, Distributed System Reconfiguration(DSR) problem consists in generating new topology
that satisfies different objective functions. Though in normal distribution system operation efficiency
and minimizing line loss are the main concern, but in this report three objectives have been
considered: (1) minimizing power losses with maintaining radial configuration, (2) satisfying
demand response, (3) satisfying most of the demand by the source which has least generation cost.
In our methodology, we used three renewable energy sources, which are hydro-electric power, wind
energy power, and solar power and we choose a load network having 16-line sections, 13 loads
connecting with a bus bar and three energy sources.
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4. PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM
We proposed a multi objective genetic algorithm method having a tournament selection method,
single point crossover and 0.1 to 0.01 mutation rate.
Our first objective fulfilled by maintaining the power network acyclic with removing a certain
number of edges. The second objective obtained by giving a penalty to those genes which have less
supply power than demand. For the third objective, we designed a fitness function and awarded the
fitness containing such a gene. Here we have used a nested GA concept, where every individual gene
of chromosomes independently performs another GA..

A. Algorithm
Step 1: Initialize a population of size N
for each population Initialize chromosome of size M=24 [24 for hours from 1 AM to 12 AM]
for every chromosome initialize two types of genes: [ 2 types for 2 objectives]
Initialize genes for sources of size 3(3 bit) [ for optimizing energy sources]
Initialize genes for the fittest network () of size 14 [ for network optimization]
for every chromosome calculate chromosome fitness based on fittest from both genes
Step 2:
For G number of generation
Evolve N population through Crossover & Mutation
Step 3: Output the fittest chromosome
The procedure of fittest network ():
Initialize a population of power network of size P of Graph G = (V, E)
Initialize chromosome of size Q [ Here 14] by check ()
For R number of generation evolve population through crossover and mutation
Output: Fittest network after R generation end
The procedure of check ():
1 Generate a Q number of genes of size 1 (Random number from 1 to 16) by randomly deleting two
edges and checking Strong Connectivity through remaining edges. [Applied DFS to check strongly
connectivity]
If not Strongly connected, repeat 1
Otherwise, output the network.
end
V= nodes of the load
E= Line section between loads
P= # of Population of power network g =(V+E)
R=# of generation to evolve the power network g =(V+E)
M= 24 # of genes having fittest power network and optimized energy sources
from R generation
N= # of M population
G= # of generation to evolve N population
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B. Encoding Scheme
As in our project, we are using three energy sources and our target is to optimize the energy sources
scheduling for 24 hours, our chromosome size is 24, each for every hour. To represent the
assignment of energy sources an encoding of 3 bit, where each bit represents each energy sources,
has been taken. A sample example is given below:

Fig. 1. Encoding scheme

Fig. 2. Sample hourly breakdown of energy sources and load demand [11]

In the diagram below (111) gene is randomly taken for t=6 hours, which represent total ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑃𝑇𝑗 =
2200+1934+0= 4.134 MW energy supplied by the three sources in that hour where corresponding
demand is 3.4MW.
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Fig. 3. Encoding scheme breakdown

Encoding Scheme (Genes for Fittest Network): Sample network
A network with 3 power sources, a bus bar, 16-line section and 13 loads had been taken for this
project. Assume the network is specified as shown in figure below. First network has 13-line section
and 3-line section are randomly chosen to remove. 16-line section with 13 loads make cycle here. As
our purpose is to make radial configuration, removing certain number of line section with no cycle
make the network acyclic as well as reduces the line loss.

Fig. 4. The encoding scheme for genes for fittest network
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Fig. 5. Red numbers are nodes, Blue solid/dashed lines are line section active/opened, Blue numbers are line
section number

C. Fitness Functions
The objective function for minimizing power losses with maintaining radial network is:
∑𝑅𝑖=1 min(𝑓𝐿 ) ; R is the number of generation occurred for network reconfiguration
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑓𝐿 = 𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑𝑖∈𝑁𝑖 𝐼𝑗 2 𝑅𝑖
where 𝐼𝑗 =

𝑃𝑗
𝑉

𝑃𝑗

= 220𝑘𝑉 , 𝑗 = 1,2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3 and 𝑁𝑖 = number of nodes

𝑉min <𝑉𝑗 <𝑉m𝑎𝑥
The objective function for satisfying demand response is:
𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑓𝐷 = {

1,

𝑛

𝑖𝑓𝐷𝑡 < ∑ 𝑃𝑇𝑗
𝑗=1

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Here ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑃𝑇𝑗 is the total sum of all individual energy sources active during that period. If the
supplied power satisfies the demand of that period (such as 10AM- 11AM) then 𝑓𝐷 = 1 otherwise
zero.
Objectives function for satisfying demand by the source which has least generation cost is:
If Hydropower𝑃𝑇1 > 𝐷𝑖 and 𝑃𝑇2 = 0 and𝑃𝑇3 = 0 [To use Hydro-electric power most ]
𝑓𝐻 =0.001 [Award]
If Hydro power & Wind power 𝑃𝑇1 + 𝑃𝑇2 > 𝐷𝑖
𝑓𝐻𝑊 =0.001 [Award]

and 𝑃𝑇3 = 0& Hydro power 𝑃𝑇1 < 𝐷𝑖

Here 𝐷𝑖 is the demand of that hour. 𝑓𝐻 is the fitness function for hydro power uses and 𝑓𝐻𝑊 is the
fitness function of hydro and wind power use.
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D. Total Fitness
Individual gene fitness 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝐷 * 𝑓𝐻 * 𝑓𝐻𝑊 * 𝑓𝐿
Total chromosome fitness = ∑24
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖

E. Selection Scheme
We have used the tournament selection method. For first GA we used the n/2 size of tournament
population winner for crossover operation. For nested or second GA we also used the n/2 size of
tournament population for crossover operation.

F. Crossover & Mutation
We used single point crossover for both GA. We took one elite chromosome as unchanged and for
the n-1population, we made a crossover in two fittest winners from tournament selection. A sample
example is given:
Crossover Operation between network configuration:
Crossover is taken in such a way that after crossover the resulting individual maintains the radial
configuration.

Fig. 6. Crossover between two population of network configuration

For both GA we used 0.05 mutation rate with a single point mutation.

5. RESULT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A sample demand for 24 hours shown in figure above and sample hourly breakdown of energy
sources had been taken to evaluate the performance of this algorithm. Ideal power scheduling was
known before. To measure the similarity or performance a comparison with ideal scheduling with
found scheduling in every generation had been taken.
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Fig.7. Comparison of similarity of power scheduling for every generation with ideal scheduling

Figure 8: Total line loss for 24 hours with power scheduling and network reconfiguration

Line loss increases slowly as more power sources are assigned according to demand-supply. In an
earliergeneration, the line loss is lower. Because the power scheduling was not optimal. This is the
Pareto-optimal condition when line loss increases but power scheduling performance increases.
In figure 7 the performance is found for 18 correct scheduling out of 24 with different and least loss
possible network configuration (see Appendix I).

6. CONCLUSION
As the source can be scheduled simultaneously with network configuration, such scheduling can
provide much efficacy of using renewable energy sources in an isolated or islanded area. Our
proposed algorithm could be useful as an ideal condition with less power loss.
A genetic algorithm approach has been applied for optimizing dispatching power to a network with
reconfiguring the network as well as scheduling the power sources. Our algorithm with carefully
chosen parameters provides 76% similarity with ideal condition providing more than 1MW less line
loss from the general condition. So, using more constraint and fitness property this algorithm can
also work for any distributed system reconfiguration. In near future, we have the plan to run this
algorithm with more constraint and objective functions so that renewable sources integrating with
conventional power can also be scheduled with network reconfiguration. This will provide robust
integrating of renewable sources with conventional power.
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